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Custom-Built Tarps
Made in the USA

Installation Instructions & Parts List

FlipTarp Electric System 

for End Dumps up to 24’



1 - TARP MOTOR
2 - TARP AXLE MOUNTING BRACKETS
3 - CHROME MOTOR COVER
4 - 3/4" BEARING WITH FLANGE
5 - ALUMINUM TARP AXLE/SPOOL
6 - 5" X 3/4 STUD SHAFT
7 - RUBBER BUMPER
8 - 5/16 X 3/4 BOLT
9 - 5/16 NYLON NUT
10 - 5/16 X 2 1/4 BOLT

11 - 1/2 X 1 BOLT
12 - 1/2 NUT
13 - 5/16 X 3/4 BOLT & WASHER
14 - ALUMINUM WIND DEFLECTOR (op�onal)
15 - 3/8 X 1 ½ SELF-TAPPING BOLTS

(for use with wind deflector)
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INSTALLING THE TARP AXLE:



STEP 3: MOUNTING THE TARP MOTOR AND TARP SPOOL

Measure from the inside of one moun�ng bracket to the inside of the other and

cut the Tarp Axle 1” shorter than that length. The axle is predrilled with holes ¾”

from the ends. A�er cu�ng, drill a new 3/8” hole through the axle on the side

that you cut, ¾” from the end (drill in one o� he round-bo�omed slots, not in one

of the threaded slots). Slide one end of the Tarp Axle over the motor output sha�

and secure with a 5/16" bolt (10), washer, and nut (9). A�ach the Axle Bearing

(4,8,9) to the mounting bracket opposite the motor. Slide the Stud Sha� (6)

through the Axle Bearing into the Tarp Axle. Line up the holes in the Tarp Axle to

the hole in the Stud Sha� and secure with 5/16" bolt (10), washer, and nut (9) and

�ghten the axle bearing set screws to secure the stud sha�’s posi�on inside the

axle bearing.

(OPTIONAL) STEP 4: INSTALLING THE WIND DEFLECTOR

Measure the distance between your moun�ng brackets, and cut the Aluminum

Wind Deflector (1) to the proper length and a�ach it to the Tarp Spool Moun�ng

Brackets using the included six self-threading bolts (17)
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INSTALLING THE TARP AXLE (CONTINUED):

STEP 1: CHOOSING THE MOUNTING LOCATION OF THE TARP SPOOL KIT The

Tarp Spool (5) and Tarp Motor (3) should be mounted on top o�he cab guard, as

far forward as possible to avoid damage by loaders, but not so far forward that

the upper arms block the vehicle doors (see Figure 1). Bends or elbows (sold

separately) can be added to the arms for more ideal posi�oning. Note: If there is

the axle and motor will need to be mounted on the top o� he side board pockets

or at the front of the dump bed.

no room to mount the Tarp Axle Assembly due to exhaust stacks or vehicle design,

STEP 2: INSTALLING THE MOUNTING BRACKETS

Once you have determined your moun�ng loca�on, you can install the included

Tarp Spool Moun�ng Brackets (2) or just use the brackets as a template to drill

directly into the frame o� he truck. Note: Make sure to factor in the space needed

up effectively. Use the included Rubber Bumpers (7) to protect the upper arms

from ge�ng damaged when they rest against the axle or brackets.

between the tarp axle and the roof of the cab guard to allow the en�re tarp to roll



The motor must be wired with the provided 6 or 8 Gauge Wire. Use of smaller wire will

cause your tarp system to operate slowly and possibly overheat. Sugges�on: Run some

3/4" EMT conduit down the front of the body and back along the frame rail to improve

safety and aesthe�cs!

1. Mount the included switch bracket in a safe, convenient loca�on, clear of
anything that might bump the switch into the "On" posi�on or prevent the circuit
breaker from popping. See figure.

2. Unroll the included wire.
Run the wire down from
the tarp motor, then along
the bo�om of the box,
around the hinge (leave
enough slack to avoid
binding or pinching during
the opera�on of the li�)
and into the cab where the
switch is mounted. For
trailers, it is recommended
to use a plug set rated to
50 amps or higher so you
can easily disconnect
between the cab and the
dump box.

3. Cut off the extra wire, but leave enough to easily connect to the switch. Set aside one
of the le�over wire to later run from the cab to the posi�ve (+) post of the  ba�ery or
starter. WARNING: DO NOT CONNECT AT THIS TIME! Run another piece of wire from the
cab to a ground screw on the firewall or other suitable grounding loca�on.

4.Connect the wires leading from the switch to the motor using the piece leading from
the cab to the grounding loca�on.

5. Connect the posi�ve wire to the ba�ery terminal marked (+) and check to see that the 
system is opera�ng as indicated on the switch bracket. To wind up the tarp, the tarp roller
bar should spin counter-clockwise (viewing it from the driver's side of the cab.) If not, 
swap the two wires connected to the motor. If the roller bar rotates clockwise, any debris
on the tarp will be rolled up in it and possibly cause damage.
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WIRING THE TARP MOTOR:
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A: Resting loca�on of deployed cross tube

B: Center point o� he motor sha� (loca�on of mounted axle)

C: Pivot point

1. Measure your dump body from Point A to Point B. Divide that number by two

to find the halfway point.

2. Measure along theedge of the dump body from Point A towards Point B and

mark the halfway point between A and B.

3. Copy the halfway mark on the bo�om of your bed, either by measuring from

the front or back of the bed or by using a level or plumb line. This is Point C.

4. Measure from Point A to Point C and then measure from Point B to Point C.

These measurements should be equal. If  they are not, shi� Point C left or right

un�l the distance between C and A is equal to the distance between C and B, then

mark it. This will be your pivot point.

•Depending on where you mount the tarp axle, Point C will not always be located

in the exact middle of the dump bed.

•Make sure the opera�on of the tail gate will not be inhibited by the posi�on of

the cross tube at Point A.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 on the other side of the dump bed and verify that all

measurements match on both sides.
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INSTALLING THE PIVOT PINS:



6. Hold the pivot pin to the bo�om of

the dump bed where you intend to

mount it. Align the center point of the

pivot pin with the Point C mark.

7. Use the pivot pin holes to mark your

drilling loca�ons. (You can also weld the

pivot pins to the bed if you prefer)

8 Bolt the pivot pins to the box using the

included 5/8” x 1 ½” bolts, making sure

that  the notch in the pivot pin is pointed

down, and tha� he bolt heads face the

outside, with the nuts on the inside.

9. Repeat steps 6-8 on the other side of

the dump bed.

Note: Steps 1-10 are just to find and verify the posi�on and func�onality of each

piece in the tarp arm set. Final installa�on will be done later. Refer to the Tarp

Arm Set Diagram at the end of this instruc�on manual for guidance.

1. Hold one of the upper arms (4) up to the side of the dump body with the corner

(5) against the Tarp Axle, with the end of the tube going towards or past the pivot

point. If the arm is at risk of being hit by either the truck doors or a loader, then it

is recommended to install an angle to route the arms out of the way. Aluminium

systems have separate 30° or 45° elbows (sold separately) that you can install into

the arm. Steel arms can be carefully bent, using the correct equipment, to the

desired angle.

2. Without loading the springs, fit the lower arms (2) onto the pivot pins (1),

poin�ng towards the back o� he truck.

3. Slide an upper arm into the lower arm un�l the corner (5) rests on the desired

to the correct length, being sure to leave about 2 feet of tube s�cking into the

lower arm. Cut both arms to the same length.
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INSTALLING THE TARP ARM SET

landing point at the back of the dump body (Point A). If the arm is too long cut it,



4. Once you acheive the desired posi�on of the upper arms in the lower arms,

lightly �ghten the set screws to secure the upper arms. Final �ghtening will be

done later.

5. Slide the ends of the cross tube (6) over the upper arm corners.

6. Line up the hole in each end of the cross tube with the holes in the corners of

the upper arms and lightly fasten the two included 5/16" x 1 3/4" bolts (15) and

5/16" nylon nuts (16).

7. Rotate the assembled tarp arm set forward un�l it rests against the tarp axle

assembly. Make sure the arm assembly rests symmetrically against the axle. If

needed, make small adjustments to theposi�on of the upper arms in the lower

arms and lightly re�ghten the bolts.

8. Swing the tarp arm set back to the rear of the dump body and check the landing

posi�on.

9. Check for binding or rubbing of  the arms against the sides of the dump body.

(Bushings can be used to maintain a certain posi�on of the lower arm spring

housing on the pivot pin)

10. Mark both upper arms where they slide into the lower arms. This will allow

you to reassemble the tarp arm set without measuring again.

11. Remove the cross tube and upper arms so that you may load the spiral

torsion springs into the lower arms and begin final installa�on.

12. Rotate both lower arms forward so that they are le� hanging down. You may

need to raise the dump body to allow clearance for the lower arms to fully rotate

around the pivot pin during step 14.

13. Slide the lower arm off of the pivot pin. Place one Stainless Steel Bushing (8)

onto the pivot pin. Hold the spiral torsion springs (3) inside of the spring housing

center tab of each spring sits in the notch in the pivot pin. The springs must be

posi�oned with the hooked ends poin�ng towards the rear of the dump bed

in the spring housing. Place a second Stainless Steel Bushing (8) on the pivot pin,

and snap the External Retaining Ring (9) into place, in the notch at the end of the 

pivot pin.
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of the lower arm and slide the lower arm back onto the pivot pin, making sure the

(Figure 4). Make sure that the hook ends of the springs have clipped over the pin



FIGURE 4

14. With the spiral springs loaded (with no tension on them yet), rotate the lower

arm up (counterclockwise on the driver side, clockwise on the passenger side)

un�l you can install the upper arm into the lower arm. CAUTION: Make sure to

maintain a firm grip on the lower arm to prevent the spring-loaded arm from

spinning freely and poten�ally causing damage or injury. Slide the upper arm into

the lower arm to the mark made in Step 10 and �ghten the bolts that hold them in

place.

15. Set the rear cross tube across the back of the body, but do not reconnect with

the upper arms un�l you are ready to install your tarp.
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INSTALLING THE TARP

The tarp axle has several ways of a�  aching a tarp. You can screw bolts through

the tarp grommets into the threaded slot of the axle, or use the square slot  to

bolt through the grommets into 5/16” square nuts. There is also a slot to receive a

splined tarp. The most common method is to use the threaded slot, which allows

assumes this method. See Figure 5 for more informa�on.

you to securely fasten the tarp at the gromment loca�ons. The included hardware



FIGURE 5

1. Line the front tarp grommets up with one of the threaded slot in the axle.

2. Attach the tarp to the front axle with 5/16" x 3/4" bolts and washers.

3. Slide the cross bar through the pocket in the back of the tarp.

4. Slide the plas�c tarp centering flanges (14) on each end o� he cross tube and

then connect  the cross bar to the upper arms corner.

5. Posi�on the plas�c tarp flanges up against the edges of the tarp so the tarp is

centered on the cross tube and �ghten the flange set screws securely. These

flanges will help keep the tarp centered as well as prevent the tarp from hi�ng

the back of the dump bed or the tarp axle.

CONGRATULATIONS ON INSTALLING YOUR 
NEW FLIPTARP ELECTRIC SYSTEM!
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TARP ARM SET DIAGRAM (ALUMINUM)
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TARP ARM SET DIAGRAM (STEEL)
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